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CONFOCAL FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY INVESTIGATION OF VISIBLE EMITTING
DEFECTS INDUCED BY ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY IN LiF FILMS

Riassunto
L'irraggiamento con elettroni di bassa energia del fluoruro di litio (LiF), in forma di cristalli
e film, induce la formazione di difetti primari F e centri di colore aggregati stabili in un
sottile strato localizzato alla superficie del materiale investigato. Per la prima volta un
microscopio confocale a scansione (CLSM) in modalità fluorescenza è stato usato per
ricostruire la distribuzione di centri di colore laser attivi ad alta efficienza di emissione nel
visibile, in strisce colorate ottenute con elettroni da 12 e 16 keV su film di LiF evaporati
termicamente su vetro. La formazione dei difetti aggregati F2 e F3"1" risulta ristretta
spazialmente nella regione di penetrazione degli elettroni e proporzionale al profilo della
distribuzione dell'energia da essi depositata, ricavata tramite simulazioni Monte Carlo

Abstract
Low energy electron irradiation of lithium fluoride (LiF), in the form of bulk crystals and
films, gives rise to the stable formation of primary F defects and aggregated color centers in
a thin layer located at the surface of the investigated material. For the first time a confocal
light scanning microscope (CLSM) in fluorescence mode was used to reconstruct the depth
distribution of efficiently emitting laser active color centers in a stripe-like region induced by
12 and 16 keV electrons on LiF films thermally evaporated on glass. The formation of the
F3+ and F2 aggregated defects appears restricted to the electron penetration and
proportional to their energy depth profile, as obtained from Monte Carlo simulations.

Key words: color centers, lithium fluoride, thin films, confocal microscopy, electron beam
lithography, optical waveguides, photoluminescence
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CONFOCAL FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY
INVESTIGATION OF VISIBLE EMITTING DEFECTS
INDUCED BY ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY IN
LiF FILMS

1 INTRODUCTION

The search of new materials and technologies for the development of non-hybrid
optoelectronic devices (!) prompted us to deeply investigate the production and
characterization of LiF films (2) irradiated by low energy electrons (3)- The limited penetration
of this kind of radiation allows the formation of F2 and F3

+ laser active color centers emitting
in the visible spectral range at room temperature (RT), located in a thin layer at the surface of
this crystalline material, both in the form of bulk and films (4-3). Besides the advantage of
controlling the coloration depth by selecting the electron energy, this radiation allows to
transfer predefined patterns onto the LiF surface using electron beam lithography (EBL)
techniques (5\ At the same time the electron bombardment by a beam of energy in the range
of few keV induces an increase of the real part of the refractive index of the irradiated layer in
the same wavelength interval where the color centers emissions are located (6).
Photoluminescent colored stripes have been realized by EBL at the surface of LiF and their
waveguiding properties have been recently demonstrated for the first time in LiF single
crystals (7) and films ® thermally evaporated on LiF bulk. In addition, light amplification due
to amplified spontaneous emission was measured in colored channels induced by 12 keV
electrons W in LiF crystals.

High efficiencies of green and red photoemissions from the Fjf" and F2 defects, respectively,

allow to utilize a confocal light scanning microscope (CLSM) W in fluorescence mode to



reconstruct the laser active defect distributions along the depth for stripes induced by EBL on
LiF films thermally evaporated on glass substrate. The obtained results are compared with
Monte Carlo simulations of electron dose depth profiles.

2 THE CONFOCAL LIGHT SCANNING MICROSCOPE

Despite its age and limitations, optical microscopy is currently the most used technique for
microscopic investigations. In fact, optical microscopy is fast and low-cost and it allows to
obtain a great deal of information without the need of particular preparations of the sample.
This is very important when the sample must not undergo any modification.

Viewing the sample through a conventional microscope, the image is made by the light
coming from the whole depth of the sample itself. The CLSM, instead, allows to view only a
selected section of a transparent sample (ll\ A conventional optical microscope can be
schematized as in Fig. l(a), where the sample is lightened by a patch of light coming from an
incoherent source; the sample image is projected by the lens onto the eyepiece. In this case
the resolution is equal to the lens resolution. A scansion microscope that utilizes this optical
scheme can be realized as in Fig. l(b), moving the photodetector on the image plane. Also in
this case the lens determines the resolution.

A completely different situation is shown in Fig. l(c), where the sample is lightened by a
point-like source and the signal is revealed by an incoherent detector: anyway, it can be
shown for reciprocity (12), that the two lenses have inverted their roles, but the final resolution
is always the same.

The advantage of using a point-like source is obtained only using the configuration shown in
Fig. l(d): the light is focused on one point of the sample, limited only by diffraction, and the
second lens collects only the light coming from that point of the image (if the lenses are the
same). This is the configuration of the CLSM; the term confocal is used to underline that both
the lenses are focused on the sample. They play an important role in determining the
resolution, that can be increased over Abbe's classical limit, putting a pinhole (13) usually in
front of the detector. In fact, Luckosz's theorem (14) affirms that the resolution can be
increased at the expenses of the field of view, which is not important in a scanning
microscope. So, in the CLSM the resolution is determined by the pinhole dimensions rather
than the light wavelength. The pinhole increases the resolution, but it also rejects all the light
signal coming from the out-of-focus areas. In fact, it can be shown O5'16) that the distance dz

between two points, whose intensity is 3 dB less than the in-focus point, is equal to:
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Fig. 1 - Scheme of a conventional microscope (a), scanning microscope (b, c) and confocal microscope (d).

dz(3dB) =
0.45A,

(1-cos d 0 )

where A. is the radiation wavelength and GQ its angular aperture. For example, using the

488 nm Argon laser line and sen 9Q=0.8, the area which theorically contributes to the signal is

0.55 fim deep. So, the amount of light collected by the detector can be even 90-95% fewer

than the light collected by a conventional fluorescence microscope. For this reason, lasers are

used to excite the sample and very sensitive photomultipliers are required to detect the image.

Fig. 2 shows the scheme of a CLSM. Moving the sample holder along the y axis and using
two motorized mirrors, which allow the laser beam to scan the x and z axes, it is possible to
determine the field of view. Finally a workstation is used to drive the whole system allowing
it to make scansions of the x-z plane or sequential scansions of the x-y planes along the z
direction, which is perpendicular to the focal plane. The electric signal is converted into a two
dimensional image, that can be processed to obtain the final image of the sample along the
depth, or also three-dimensional animations.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of a CLSM

3 EXPERIMENTAL

LiF films were usually grown by thermal evaporation on glass substrates maintained during
deposition at a fixed temperature Ts=250°C. A special sample has been evaporated on a glass

cover slip, 170 )j,m thick, in order to allow the proper mounting in a CLSM apparatus. The
LiF powder (Suprapur grade, by Merck) was heated at about 850°C in a tantalum crucible
placed in an evaporation chamber kept at a pressure below 1 mPa. The evaporation rate was
kept at ~2nm/s. The experimental details are described elsewhere (2)- The LiF film specimen
thickness, measured by a Tencor Alphastep profilometer, was 2.7 fim.

The film surface morphology was investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis,
by a Digital Nanoscope III using the tapping mode technique with silicon tips (50 nm tip
radius).

Low energy electron beams (2-^20 keV) were used to produce several kinds of color centers in
LiF single crystals and polycrystalline films. The irradiation was performed at RT in a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) mod. ISI ABT DS-130S equipped with an EBL system
ELPHY Plus of Reith, which allows the definition of a variety of stripes few tens of [im wide
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and several mm long on the investigated specimen (17). The selected beam current was 2 nA,
directly measured with a Faraday cup placed on the sample holder.

The color center formation was checked with several optical microscopy techniques and by
spectral resolved photoluminescence measurements. The sample has been excited by the 458
and 488 nm lines of an Argon laser and its emission, adequately filtered, was analyzed by a
22 cm focal length monochromator and detected by a photomultiplier with an S20 response
using a lock-in technique.

The LiF sample grown on the cover slip was firmly attached by nail polish to a microscope
slide with the electron irradiated surface strictly pressed toward it for a proper mounting in a
Multiprobe 2001 CLSM system from Molecular Dynamics equipped with an Argon laser and
a Nikon microscope. The objective was immersed in oil. The nominal spatial resolution was
530 nm in depth and 270 nm in plane. An image can be reconstructed by scanning this focal
volume through the sample and registering the signal as function of spatial coordinates. This
kind of system allows the specimen to be sectioned optically by scanning a series of planes
eliminating interference from adjacent, overlying and underlying fluorescence (10). The
sample was analyzed by scanning for two channels simultaneously using the combination
fluorescence plus fluorescence with the same Argon excitation lines used for the spectral
resolved photoluminescence measurements. For dual fluorescence, the signals are recorded
simultaneously by two detectors with proper emission filters to select the red and green
emissions.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LiF films grown on glass substrates at the selected substrate temperature are
polycrystalline (2'18)- The AFM image of the investigated LiF specimen, reported in Fig. 3,
shows a smooth surface with typical root mean square (RMS) roughness of 17 nm over an
area of 4x4 |j,m2.

Electron irradiation at RT mainly induces the stable formation of primary F centers (an

electron trapped by an anion vacancy), absorbing at -245 nm, and laser active F3" and F2

defects (two electrons bound to three and two anion vacancies, respectively) (W, which

possess almost overlapping broad absorption bands around 450 nm (2°). The formation of

these aggregate defects is associated with an apparent yellow coloration of the irradiated

area, which can be recognized with a conventional optical microscope (17)- A conventional
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Fig. 3 - AFA/ image of a 2.7 jJm thick LiFfdm thermally evaporated at Ts = 250°C on a glass substrate.
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Fig. 5 - CLSM x-z images for the 12 keV(a) and 16 keV (b) electron induced stripes, optically sectioned in the
middle of their width, obtained for excitation at 488nmfor the red (left) and for the green (right)

photoluminescence. The electron irradiated surface is at the bottom of the picture.

fluorescence microscope (9«21) allows to check the formation of visible emitting centers on
micrometric scale even at low irradiation doses, i.e. at low defects concentrations.

By laser pumping of the colored samples in the active center absorption bands, an intense

visible photoluminescence is clearly observed by the naked eye. In Fig. 4 the RT emission

spectra of a colored stripe induced by 12 keV electrons in the investigated LiF specimen show

the typical F3" and F2 emissions, centered around 535 and 670 nm respectively (2°)- They can

be simultaneously observed for excitation with both the 458 and 488 nm Argon lines at
different power levels. Although the pumping power is twice higher at 488 nm with respect to
458 nm excitation, the luminescence signal is higher in the last case because the wavelength is
centered with respect to the absorption band of both defects. The ratio between their
intensities is related both to the peak positions and halfwidths of their absorption bands, as

well as to the used power levels, which influence the stationary value of the F3" emission

intensity (22X

Due to the mounting geometry in the CLSM system, a scanning along the optical axis
generates directly x-z images, where the z direction coincides with the depth and the x one is
along the stripe length. Typical x-z images are reported in Fig. 5 for the 12 and 16 keV
stripes, optically sectioned in the middle of their width. For the 12 keV stripe, excited at 458
nm, by scanning x-y planes as a function of z, typical slice images reported in Fig. 6, can be
obtained. In all the images the fluorescence signal intensities are converted into colors
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Fig. 6 - CLSM typical x-y slice images for the 12 keVelectron induced stripe of Fig.4 obtained by
excitation at 458 run for the red (left) and for the green (right) photoluminescence. The fluorescence

signal intensities are converted into colors according to the palette reported on the right, with
increasing values moving from blue to white.

20
IS (Pixels)

Fig. 7. Red luminescence intensity distribution along the z optical axis for the 12 keV electron induced stripe
reconstructed from the image on the left of Fig. 5.

according to the palette reported in Fig. 6, with increasing values moving from blue to white.
Fig. 6 shows a practically uniform color center distribution along the width, with the
exception of side-boundaries, which look like more colored; however they are regular, well
defined and parallel between them.

According to the color palette, the red luminescence intensity distribution along the z optical

axis can be reconstructed from the left image of Fig. 5 and has been reported in Fig. 7.

Assuming the red fluorescence intensity proportional to the F2 center concentration (23), the
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Fig. 8. F2 defects spatial profile along the depth for the 12 keV electron induced stripe ofFig.4 reconstructed
from the x-z image excited at 458 nm.

F2 defects spatial profile along the depth, reported in Fig. 8 for excitation at 458 nm, is
obtained. Although the CLSM acquisition software applies a first-order approximation for
depth corrections (24) taking into account the ratio between the refractive indices of the
immersion oil and of the investigated medium (see Appendix 1), the major problem
encountered in this reconstruction is the clear identification of the sample physical
boundaries, due to the high noise level. This could be ascribed to the polycrystalline nature of
the investigated sample, which causes high scattering of the photoemitted light at the grain
boundaries and at the interfaces. In Fig. 8 an isolated peak at around 2.7 urn is clearly
observed due to fluorescence light scattering at the film-cover slip interface. Knowing
correctly from an independent measurement the physical thickness of the sample, it has been
taken as a reference starting coordinate in the spatial profile reconstruction.

The rate of energy dissipation as a function of penetration for low energy electrons in alkali
halides has been investigated by several authors (25\ The electron energy distribution along
the penetration depth is not a constant. By using a Monte Carlo simulation software (26) we
determine the energy deposition profile, which is useful to obtain indirectly the color center
spatial distribution along the depth.

For 12 keV electrons the energy depth distribution, reported in Fig. 9, is characterized by a
maximum penetration depth of -1.5 \im, the depth of maximum deposition rate being at
-0.8 Jim. The above values can be directly compared with the normalized spatial profile for

the green and red phototoluminescence signals, i.e. the F31" and F2 defects depth distribution,
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Fig. 9. Monte Carlo simulation of the energy deposition profile for 12 keVelectrons in LiF.
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F2 defects depth distribution, obtained for 12 keV electron induced stripe from the CLSM

measurements excited at 488 nm.

reported in Fig. 10, obtained from the CLSM measurements under optical excitation at

488 nm. The formation of the Kf and F2 aggregate defects appears restricted to the electron

penetration and proportional to the deposited energy in the investigated conditions.
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Fig. 11 - Monte Carlo simulation of the energy deposition profile for 16 keV electrons in LiF.
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For 16 keV electrons the energy depth distribution, reported in Fig. 11, is characterized by a

maximum penetration depth of -2.5 |j,m, the depth of maximum deposition rate being at

-1.3 p.m. This confirms an empirical rule which gives a simplified profile of the

electron energy deposition rate along with depth. In fact, it was noted (27) that the maximum
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deposition rate is located at f-d, where d is the maximum penetration depth and f is a constant
related to the investigated material that, according with the Monte Carlo simulations, in the

case of LiF has value -0.5. Considering Fig. 12, also in this case the F3" and F2 defects depth

distribution appears restricted to the electron penetration and proportional to the deposited
energy in the investigated conditions.

5 CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, to our knowledge, a CLSM utilized in fluorescence mode was used to check

the spatial distribution of efficiently emitting F3" and F2 aggregate defects in a stripe-like

region induced by 12 and 16 keV electrons in a LiF film thermally evaporated on glass. From
the simultaneous monitoring of their green and red photoemissions, when optically excited by
a focused Argon laser optically scanning a series of planes in the investigated specimen, it
was possible to reconstruct the laser active defects distribution along with depth. From the

obtained results, the formation of the F3" and F2 aggregate defects appears restricted to the

electron penetration and proportional to the electron energy depth profile, as obtained from a
Monte Carlo simulation software. Although, the accurate analysis of both stripes showed a
shift of the color center distribution peak towards the sample surface, compared to the
simulations (28)- The shift of the 16 keV stripe is more evident than the shift of the 12 keV
stripe. This could be ascribed to the fact that the Monte Carlo simulations give information
only about the energy transfer rate of the electrons in the investigated material, while the
aggregate center formation takes place through diffusion (29) and subsequent aggregation of
the F centers inside the crystalline matrix. In addition, the limited spatial resolution of the
used apparatus in comparison with the maximum electron penetration at the selected energy
does not allow to obtain more detailed information about the investigated sample. However,
the proposed method looks like very powerful to reconstruct the depth profile of the
investigated laser active defects emitting in the visible in LiF, but also their full spatial
distribution in a tridimensional space, allowing check and optimization of broad-band
emitting single-mode channel waveguide lasers and amplifiers, as well as other active optical
devices based on this material.
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APPENDIX 1
Depth correction

The movement of the focal plane does not always depend on the movement of the sample
holder alone, because the medium in which the specimen is mounted has a different index of
refraction than the immersion medium (oil) between the objective and the cover slip. Consider
Fig. 13; we can express distances d and D as functions of B and of the angles a and (3:

B = (H + D)tgoc - (H)tga

B = (h + d)tgp-(h)tgp

Combining these and eliminating h and H gives:

(A.1)

(A.2)

(D)tgoc = (d)tg|3 (A.3)

The angles a and (3 are related by Snell's law of refraction (the intermediate cover slip has no
effect as long it has parallel sides)

oil

microscope lens

D

Fig. 13 - Optical rays of a microscope lens in two positions above the specimen. The physical movement of the
stage is labeled D and the movement of focal plane is labeled d. This example is drawn with angles specific to

an air immersion medium and water mounting medium.
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(A.4)

where n, is the refractive index of the mounting medium and n2 is the refractive index of the
immersion medium. Partially substituting the angles p for a in (3) with help of (4) gives:

D s e n a = d n i s e n a ( A

cos a n p

Rearranging both sides gives:

D njcosoc
(A.6)

Restricting the analysis to close-to-axis rays allows for a first-order approximation in which
both angles a and fj are small and the ratio of cosines can be assumed to be 1. Under this
limitation, the ratio of distances becomes

D nj

Microscope objectives for biological use are optimized for certain combinations of immersion
and mounting media, predefined in the acquisition software. In this case, the combination
nj=1.52 (oil) and n2=1.33 (water) was chosen, because this n2 value is the closest one to the

refractive index of a LiF film grown in the conditions described in the text (n=1.30). The error
introduced using this approximation is much lower than the spatial resolution of the
microscope.
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APPENDIX 2
About colour centers stability under intense optical pumping

One of the most important limitations of optical devices based on F2 defects in LiF is the

centers instability caused by a two-step photoionization process^30) under intense optical

pumping in their absorbing spectral range. The F2 electron, after excitation, is brought into the

conduction band by a second photon of the pump radiation

F2 + 2y -•• F^ + e"

and can be trapped by other impurities. This photoionization can be highly reduced using
particular pumping techniques or doping the LiF.

The F2 centers destruction is clearly observed in the x-y plane image of the 12 keV colored

stripe, for the red emissions, reported in Fig. 14 on the left; a very intense c.w. excitation

beam at 488 nm had been previously focused on the sample to acquire the x-z plane image

shown in Fig. 5. The similar phenomenon observed for the green emission, reported on the

right side of Fig. 14, is less pronounced and the initial intensity is progressively recovered

(several seconds). This behavior can be probably ascribed to a temporary trapping of the F^

centers in a triplet state (22\ which reduces the green stationary value of the luminescence.

The signal level of the red emission did not show significant changes even on longer

observation times.

Fig. 14 - CLSM x-y slice images for the 12 keVelectron induced stripe of Fig.5 obtained for excitation at 458
nmfor the red (left) and for the green (right) photoluminescence after intense c.w. pumping at 488 nm.
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